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Dry, articulate, steady, yet somewhat expressive (Allegretto) \( \frac{\text{b}}{\text{f}} = 144 \)

Justin Henry Rubin (2012)

---
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With elegance and motion but not quick $\frac{4}{4} = 120$

grace notes always faint

(subito)

a tempo

(subito)
a tempo

Dim. poco a poco al quasi-niente
III

Aggressive, alternating dry and resonant, quick \( \downarrow = 72 \)
Meno mosso

Da capo al Segno, e poi Coda.

Rit.

Coda

f (subito)

mf dim.
Resonant, luxuriant, with some expressive rubato $\frac{\text{b}}{\text{b}} = 100$

IV

1. a tempo

2. Molto rit.